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 1. SCOPE 
Masri O Architects has been retained by Fullview International Group Inc. to prepare an Urban Design 
Report as part of a Zoning Bylaw Amendment application. This report, prepared by Masri O Architects, is 
being submitted to City of St. Catharines Planning Department as a part of an application for a Zoning By-
Law Amendment in support of the development of a residential complex on the property identified as 10 
Seymour Avenue in St. Catharines (Site). The Urban Design Brief refers to the Official Plan General Policies 
on Cultural Heritage and Urban Design. It also describes how the development at 10 Seymour Avenue called 
Park Merritton aligns with the “Garden City” vision.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. Catharines the “Garden City” is a welcoming and nurturing community that 

 Is safe and secure 

 Thrives through innovative leadership and integrity 

 Stimulates and values a vibrant Downtown 

 Embraces its culture and the diversity of its citizens 

 Celebrates its unique agricultural and historical assets 

 Works together to foster new business and employment opportunities 

 Promotes a healthy environment and ideal location 

Source: City of St Catharines Official Plan 
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 2. INTRODUCTION 
The proposed development is a residential complex on the property municipally identified as 10 Seymour 
Avenue in St. Catharines (Site).  

The land was historically used for institutional purposes. The existing structure 
on the property was originally built as a high school in 1934-35 and has 
undergone several additions in the 1950s and 1960s which added new wings to 
form the building we see today.  

The school served primarily the Merritton adjacent residential area to the North 
which is now a mature residential neighbourhood composed primarily of single 
dwelling buildings. Merritton High School closed in 1999. 

Fullview International Group (Fullview) purchased the building in 2014 and has 
been operating it as a private school called the Royal Imperial Collegiate of 
Canada, for international high school students pursuing Canadian education.  

The Site is about 2.02 ha and currently zoned institutional (I2). The zoning 
allows residential uses. The location of the site is distinctive as it straddles three 
different zones or uses: residential, commercial and recreational. In addition to 
facing Merritt Street – a mixed-use commercial street, and the Merritton 
neighbourhood, the site is adjacent to George Taylor Field, a baseball diamond and facility that is the home 
of the Brock University baseball team, and hosted games for the 2015 Pan Am and Parapan Am Games. Also 
neighbouring the Site, there is a community facility called the Lion Dunc Schooley Pool which includes an 
outdoor pool and splash pad.  

The long term plan of Fullview has been to re-develop the property for residential use compatible with the 
Merritton neighbourhood. The new residential complex will be well served by the adjacent commercial uses, 
public transportation and the adjacent park and recreational facilities.  

Fullview’s vision is a vibrant residential green community with various accommodation types and sizes in a 
park like setting that fits within the rich neighbourhood of Merritton. 

The proposed Park Merritton development includes 410 residential suites in several buildings in a 
condominium setting. The design groups 6 buildings – some interconnected – around several courtyards 
internal to the Site. The buildings include street-facing townhouses and back-to-back townhouses, and 
apartments with 1 to 3 bedrooms. The existing school building will be preserved and re-adapted for 
residential living and expanded through additional floors. Parts of the school building will be adapted as 
common amenities. 

 

Figure 1 - Merritton High 
School Cornerstone 
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 3. NEIGHBOURHOOD CONTEXT 
The Site is located on a roughly rectangular lot at the edge of Merritton neighbourhood close to commercial 
and recreational areas. 

The lot is 75 metres by 313 metres running longitudinally along the north frontage facing Seymour Avenue. 
The Site fronts on Merritt Street on its west side, with the Port Colborne Harbour Railway spur line running 
between the lot and the street. To the south of the Site is the George Taylor Field, Merritton Centennial 
Arena, the Merritton Community Centre, and to the east the Lion Dunc Schooley Pool. Across the street on 
Seymour Avenue is an established residential neighbourhood with mostly single family homes of 1-2 storeys.  

 
Figure 2 - Neighbourhood Context 

To the west, Merritt Street is an arterial road providing access to Glendale Avenue to the south, which 
connects to highway 406. Merritt is a commercial road with a mix of uses such as restaurants, pharmacy and 
grocery stores, a library branch and several car sales and service shops, as well as residential buildings. Park 
Avenue is a short distance to the east of the Site just beyond the Lion Dunc Schooley Pool. 
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Figure 3 – Commercial, Residential and Park Zones Surrounding 10 Seymour Ave 

The existing school – which is a three storey building – consists of red brick, precast concrete and stone.  

 
Figure 4 - Merritt Street Facade of the former Merritton High School with the tracks in the forefront  
(Source – Google Maps 2019) 
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The recreational buildings within the park are 1-2 storeys with gabled or shed roofs and mainly constructed of 
concrete block, brick and siding.  

 
Figure 5 - Merritton Centennial Arena 

 
Figure 6 - Merritton Community Centre 

 
Figure 7 - Lion Dunc Schooley Pool 

Surrounding houses are typically brick and/or siding, frequently in neutral colours like white, beige and 
brown with sloped asphalt shingle roofs.   

        
        Figure 8 – Seymour Ave Homes 

 
         Figure 9 – Seymour Ave Homes 

        
        Figure 10 - Seymour Ave Homes 

 
         Figure 11 - Seymour Ave Homes 
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 4. VISION 
The Site possesses unique features that lend it exceptionally well for re-development as a residential complex. 
Building on the inherent qualities of the Site, the goal of the proposed development is to create an animated, 
welcoming community that weaves itself into the existing fabric of the neighbourhood through sensitive 
design.  

The unique opportunities that the Site offers are exemplified in its location within an established 
neighbourhood and its surrounding amenities; there are community centres, parks, schools and shopping all 
within walking distance. Another factor is the large size of the site as a former school with open space, and 
the adaptability of the existing building for re-use. Given all these features, the neighbourhood has the 
potential to successfully absorb added density of residents into the community.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 – Park Merritton Development looking from northwest 

This Site is a prime location for intensification and densification. 

The Official Plan defines good residential urban design as “safe, accessible, appealing places to live and visit”. 
The building typologies, landscaping, massing and material choices are all envisioned to support this idea. The 
site and building design weave themselves into the fabric of the neighbourhood.  

 

The Vision for the Park Merritton Neighbourhood can be summarised in three key features that were the 
inspiration for the design strategy:  

 

The Site Fabric 
The Site is surrounded by three distinct uses: the residential neighbourhood to the north, the park and 
community centres to the east and south, and the commercial corridor to the west.  
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The positioning of the Site at this intersection as a 
transitional space offers a unique opportunity. The 
residential neighbourhood provides an established 
community for the new development to relate to and 
become an extension of. The park and community 
centre provide valuable community and recreational 
services and opportunities for sports and active living. 
Finally, the commercial corridor provides many 
different amenities within walking distance of the new 
development.  

All these features provide the essential blocks of a 
living area that is attractive to new residents. 

Likewise, the new development will provide added vitality to the neighborhood. This development 
opportunity makes possible the re-development of a currently underutilized site that has great urban potential 
and value. The new townhomes along Seymour provide a complementary transition to the low residences on 
the north side, and make a complete street with urban walls on both sides of the street. The new buildings 
also provide more “eyes on the street” where the Site is currently under-occupied. Furthermore, the new 
development will provide additional amenities and landscape spaces throughout the site.  

The new development has the potential to incorporate commercial uses on the first floor, closest to Merritt 
Street, bringing activity and services to the growing community. 

 

Garden City in the Park 
The Site is located at the edge of Community 
Park, which is surrounded by community and 
athletic facilities, namely: George Taylor 
Field, Merritton Centennial Arena, the 
Merritton Community Centre, and the Lion 
Dunc Schooley Pool. 

These public amenities and open park space 
are attractive services that the new residents 
will use and surely appreciate their proximity 
and convenience. 

This setting – in the park and among 
recreational facilities – is another unique 
feature of the Site worthy of integrating into 
the design of the proposed neighbourhood. 
The design envisions the site to be an 
extension of the park setting. The Site is 
designed to be welcoming, permeable from and to the Community Park. Building on the people-focused 
nature of parks, the site is also designed to be pedestrian friendly, providing pathways from Seymour Avenue, 
throughout the Site and to George Taylor Field. Along the paths there are several outdoor amenity spaces 
with various amenities. These include a parkette, a rooftop terrace, sheltered outdoor seating, and other 

Figure 14 –Open Landscaped Spaces 

Figure 13 – Park Merritton Neighbourhood Integration  
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landscape areas that are open to residents of both Park Merritton and the surrounding neighbourhood to use 
and enjoy.      

 

The Existing Building      
The Merritton High School has an 85 year history and is 
a community landmark. The original building was built in 
1934-35; its footprint going through a series of additions 
and renovations through the 1950’s and 1960’s.  

Merritton High School is of historic interest due to it’s 
the community’s long history, and its relationship with 
local history of industry, railways and shipping. The main 
part of the building which was built first in 1934-35 with 
the main façade facing Merritt Street is of Heritage 
Interest. At a minimum, this façade is to be preserved.  

Beyond that, the preservation of an existing building with 
connections to history and people and especially of a 
school building as a community asset, is a worthy 
undertaking.  

The proposal preserves this memory of place by 
honouring its past, maintaining large parts of the school 
building through adaptive re-use, refurbishment and 
renovations. The re-development of the existing school 
building and integrating it into the new residential neighbourhood provides not only a new life to an old 
building that otherwise will go out of use, but it also writes another chapter into the history of the building 
and the neighborhood.  

The integration of the existing building facades with the new development will provide continuity of the feel 
and character of the street at Seymour Avenue.  

The re-use of the classrooms as apartments offers unique character to the living spaces. Furthermore, the re-
use of the school amenities as common and public amenities means that these spaces can continue to 
welcome the residents of the neighborhood to community events.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 16 – Merritt Street Frontage (Source - Google 
Maps – 2019) 

Figure 15 - Merritton High School (St. Catharines 
Standard Collection, S1938.67.3.1) 
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Figure 17 – 1934 Map (Source – Google Earth) 

 

 
Figure 18 – 2019 Map (Source – Google Maps) 

 

 
Figure 19 – 2020-2022 Map (Source – Google Maps -edited) 
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 5. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
The design of the proposed development (as described in ‘Section 4 – Vision’) builds on the positive aspects 
of the Site, its location and its setting. Contextual design that is sensitive to its surroundings is the key factor 
of the design. Through integration with and extrapolation of the positive, the proposed complex respects and 
enriches its neighbourhood.  

Fitting into the neighbourhood successfully, as a new mini-neighbourhood within the larger Merritton 
neighbourhood has been the underlining factor in the design proposal. While intensification is the goal of the 
proposal, it is executed sensitively to best fit with every aspect the site offers. 

 

 

 
Figure 20 - Site Section Looking West 

5.1. NEIGHBOURHOOD FIT 

The proposed development constitutes several buildings organized around open public areas – 
courtyards – that integrate with an open edge to Community Park and connect to the surrounding 
streets. 

The massing – height and volume – of these buildings have 
been molded based on the buildings’ relationship to the 
three distinct zones created by the neighbouring uses of the 
Site. The intention of the design is to achieve continuity and 
gradual grading of building heights away from the 
residential zones and towards the commercial and 
institutional areas. Thus the development offers different 
groupings of buildings and different types of 
accommodation. 

Figure 21 - Site Surrounding Uses 

The mature residential neighbourhood to the north primarily consists of single family homes of 1 to 2 
storeys. The proposed buildings along Seymour Avenue are low-rise townhouses that line the street to 
align with the single family homes on the north side of the street. To the rear of the site – south from 
Seymour Avenue – and towards the west – the buildings start increasing in height and switch to 
apartment style of medium rise. On Merritt Street the buildings rise to medium-high buildings lining 
the commercial street. 

Park Merritton Merritton Neighborhood Community Park Seymour Ave 
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The series of open courtyards in the heart of the proposed development, organize the proposed 6 
buildings around a central core. The courtyards also provide an additional internal buffer separating 
the higher buildings to the rear of the site on the south from the existing low rise neighbourhood and 
providing a large setback distance from the street. 

Figure 22 – Site Plan including Park to the South 

A main aspect of integration of the proposed development with its setting is the preservation of large 
parts of the existing school building. Building on the history of the place and conserving the 
connections the residents built over the years the school shows respect to a feature of the site and of 
the community. 

 

5.1.1 BUILDING MASSING 

The proposed building massing is sensitive to the various uses surrounding the site and adjacencies 
of buildings to these various uses and the surrounding streets. The proposed residential stock is 
grouped into 6 buildings that are often distinct and occasionally integrate creating in interesting 
weave of building fabric that makes this modern and dense neighbourhood unique.  

The building massing is linear following the shape of the site, the linear building massing also lines 
Seymour Avenue and provides a backdrop to the park.  

The connections among the buildings is a result of the re-use of the existing school building’s 
composite form and massing which is a result of several additions over many years. The renovated 
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spaces preserve this character of the building, while increasing the connectivity of the building to the 
street by providing direct access to the ground floor units whenever possible. 

The linear building format provides continuity and shapes interior courtyards emphasizing their 
semi-private use. However, the buildings are porous at the ground level for several storeys to allow 
sunlight, views, safety and social integration. 

The buildings are graduated in height from low rise to medium then high-rise depending on the 
location within the site and proximity to the neighbouring uses and zones. The buildings increase in 
height gradually east to west and north to south, moving away from the neighbouring residential 
buildings towards the park and fronting on the commercial Merritt Street. The gradual height 
increase is the intentional to better integrate with the established neighbourhood.   

Since Community Park is to the south of the site, the buildings have little to no shadowing impact 
whatsoever on adjacent buildings. The positioning of the highest buildings closer to Merritt Street 
and perpendicular to Seymour Avenue, means their shadowing impact is minimal.  

Two of the buildings are low rise comprised of either new townhouses –street and back-to-back – or 
townhouse style apartments within the renovated school building. These two buildings (buildings 3 
and 5 – see Figure 19) match the height of the north side of the street and line the south side of 
Seymour Avenue to provide compatible transition into the rear of the site where buildings are higher 
against the open park space. 

Two of the buildings (buildings 4 and 6 – see Figure 19) are medium rise apartment buildings of 6 
and 8 storeys. These are located to the rear of the site from Seymour Avenue closer to the park, 
graduating from 6 storeys to the east to 8 storeys into the middle of the Site. 

 

Figure 23 - Building Height Transition in Storeys 

 

The last two buildings (buildings 1 and 2 – see Figure 19) closer to the corner of Merritt and 
Seymour Avenue are positioned over the existing school building integrating with its shell and its 
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facades. These apartment style buildings, at the south west corner of the Site are 10 and 12 storeys 
above the existing school (height shown includes the three storeys of the existing building). 

 

5.1.2 BUILDING HEIGHT 

The proposed buildings are graduated in height from low rise to high-rise in two directions: North 
to South and East to West – away from the residential neighborhood and towards the active 
commercial street – Merritt Avenue, and recreational open space – Community Park. 

Two of the buildings along Seymour Avenue are low rise, comprised of: 

. New townhouses: 3 storey street townhouses and back-to-back townhouses of three storeys 
in height with roof access provided through a raised staircase; and  

. Townhouse style apartments within the renovated school building of 3 storeys, and stacked 
apartment additions on the roof of the school facing Seymour Avenue at the west end of the 
Site.  

Two of the buildings are medium rise apartment buildings of 6 and 8 storeys. These are located to 
the rear of the site from Seymour Avenue closer to the park, graduating from 6 storeys to the east to 
8 storeys into the middle of the Site. 

The last two buildings closer to corner of Merritt and Seymour Avenue total 10 and 12 storeys of 
apartments over the existing school which is a 2 storey building with a raised basement floor. 

As it is evident in Figure 24 to Figure 27, the building height is graduated east to west and north to 
south, moving away from the neighbouring residential buildings towards the park and the 
commercial street. The gradual height increase is proposed with the intention to best integrate with 
the established neighbourhood.   

 
Figure 24 - Buildings 1 through 6 
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Figure 25 - Site Section at Buildings 5 and 6 

 

 
Figure 26 - Site Section at Buildings 3 and 4 

 
Figure 27  - Site Section through Building 1 and Building 2 
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5.1.3 EXTERIOR FINISHES & MATERIALS 

The materiality is an important aspect of Park Merritton to provide visual integration and modern 
character to the building facades. The goal is to provide a high quality, modern and unique 
development that is compatible with the character of the existing school building and fits with the 
residential neighbourhood.  

Brick is a classic material with extensive colour and finish options. Since brick is a vernacular 
material, common for residential use, it will tie in nicely with the brick homes that exist on the north 
side of Seymour.  

Aluminum composite panel will be used throughout the Site. A slightly warm-toned light grey 
metallic colour has been chosen for extensive use in Building 2 and portions of Buildings 4 and 6, 
providing a sleek and bright look. This is also a versatile material that can be used to incorporate 
splashes of colour that can also act as wayfinding elements for visitors to the Site. Composite panels 
will be used to create patterning and rhythm throughout the Site.   

Glass will be used extensively in common lobby and amenity areas, activating those as nodes of 
circulation and providing welcoming front facades at grade. The loft levels of Buildings 4 and 6 are 
clad in a combination of glass and coloured spandrel panel. Glass panels vary between clear and 
tinted blue. Coloured spandrel panels augment the coloured aluminum panels in wayfinding and 
building character distinction. 

Variety in materials will create an interesting visual palette of patterns and emphasize the intended 
massing and articulation. The lighter finish material such as aluminum panelling and siding will be 
used at the higher storeys and cantilevered portions of the buildings to express airiness. 

The colour palette is chosen to integrate with the character of the neighbourhood and to 
complement the school building without overshadowing or competing with it. The proposed colour 
palette is warm and cool earth tones, natural materials such as aluminum and glass with selectively 
used accent colours patterned to signify important or unique locations and features.  

   

   
Figure 28 – Exterior Finishes Examples  
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5.2. GARDEN CITY IN A PARK SETTING 

Inspired by the adjacent Community Park, the design vision for Park Merritton is to weave together 
park space and buildings through a design centred on courtyards internal to the Site. 

These courtyards are landscaped as open spaces designed around their function as outdoor amenities 
and connected to amenity spaces within the buildings, weaving the outdoor with the indoor.  

The existing community assets of the pool, community centre and baseball diamonds within 
Community Park, as well as the open space itself are valuable neighbourhood features that will be 
built upon in this development. The proposed design allows both the new residents and the 
neighbouring community to enjoy these features. 

The design allows the park setting to seep into the complex through openings in the south façade in 
between the buildings. These connections lead into the Complex and invite people and sunlight into 
the development. Similar pedestrian links are provided on Seymour Avenue and around the complex 
to allow access to the park. 

Within the site the courtyards act as social gathering and active spaces. 

As a totality the community supports different lifestyles for all ages and varying interests by providing 
a variety of types of suites, and also by supporting an active, healthy and social lifestyle through the 
range of indoor amenities and outdoor recreation areas.  

There is a network of pedestrian focused spaces amongst the apartment buildings and townhouses 
providing circulation throughout and activating the Site. The amenity spaces are placed on this 
network of paths and adjacent the open spaces, creating nodes of activity that could include 
barbeques, fitness classes, market fairs, mini-performances, and much more.  

The park-like elements of the Complex include hard-landscaped courtyard areas, rooftop terraces, and 
a pedestrian-only plaza.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 29 – Park Merritton Development looking from southwest 
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      Figure 30 - Parkette 
 

    Figure 31 – Rooftop Terrace 

 
     Figure 32 - Courtyard 

 
     Figure 33 - Courtyard from George Taylor Field 

 

5.3. RANGE OF HOUSING CHOICES 

The proposed development offers various types of accommodation for different life styles and ages 
for the residents of St. Catharines. The development offers a convenient location for commuters and 
local workers being in close proximity to Highway 406 and the QEW, and well served by public 
transportation. The high quality housing with plentiful amenities and accessible features will allow 
older residents to age in place – which will be particularly attractive to those who may already be 
residents of the area and looking to downsize. The townhouses may be more attractive to busy career 
oriented couples or young families that want to be in a neighbourhood close to schools and 
community services, while enjoying the amenities of a condominium, whereas single dwellers will be 
attracted to community style living with plenty of amenities where they can meet other people. 
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Figure 34 - Townhouses 

 
    Figure 35 - Apartment Building 

 

This is a new community that offers plenty of choice, where there is something for everyone. 

There are 6 buildings within the complex situated in such a way to enhance the Site and connect to 
the surrounding neighbourhood. Each building has different character and qualities that emphasize 
this goal. 

The west side of Park Merritton includes multilevel townhouse and stacked townhouse style suites. 
Each of these includes a patio, and a frontage through the renovated and repurposed façade of the 
existing school building. Above these first three storeys, a new apartment building provides suites 
ranging from bachelor to 3 bedrooms.  

Towards the east of the site, the 8 and 6-storey buildings include 1 to 3 bedroom suites, as well as loft 
suites on the top floor.  

To the north of the site, two styles of townhouses – standard and back-to-back – provide a larger 
multi-level living space with private roof terraces and street frontage access. The design of the 
townhouses is intended to create an active street line. Each unit has a front porch with a small gate 
and planter box for a private garden.  

The mid-rise apartment buildings look onto the park on the south and are adorned with balconies and 
terraces on the upper levels. 

In totality, the townhouses, apartment buildings and the suites within the renovated school building 
provide a diverse range of offerings for potential residents wanting to live and invest in a St. 
Catharines home.   

The buildings are arranged in such a way that the townhouses line Seymour Avenue adjacent to the 
low residential neighbourhood; taller buildings sit near the rear of the site, and the tallest building is 
kept closest to Merritt Street, which is a commercial corridor and planned Intensification Area.  

The variety of buildings and housing styles go hand-in-hand with how the complex achieves the best 
fit within its context of the rich neighbourhood.  
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 6. SUSTAINABLE & INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
The Official Plan highlights several sustainable goals that translate as design principles that have been 
considered in the Park Merritton design proposal.  

 

 Identity as a “Garden City” 

 A compact, walkable, bike-able and well-connected community 

 A range of choices for housing and transportation 

 Innovative, sustainable and context sensitive building, site, streetscape and 
neighbourhood design 

 

Park Merritton is designed as a Garden City. 

The design of Park Merritton entrenches the idea of active living. The network of outdoor courtyards and 
paths connected to the park and community centres encourage physical activity and outdoor living on and off 
site. Bicycle use is encouraged with the inclusion of paths on site and both indoor and outdoor bike parking. 
The Site proximity to bus routes and bike routes support transportation management initiatives and 
encourages residents using bikes and transit.  

Park Merritton offers a variety of housing types and sizes in a compact complex that is well connected to 
various amenities and services and well served by public transportation. 

The buildings will be designed and constructed to meet or where possible exceed the Ontario Building Code 
which already employs rigorous energy reduction standards – the most aggressive in North America.  

Furthermore, the design of the buildings will aim towards efficient use of materials and use of local sources 
where available and reduction of waste during construction and through the life cycle of the buildings. 
Durable well-built buildings last longer and require less maintenance, leading to lower resource costs over a 
longer life cycle. 

The building design will take advantage of natural lighting and use of passive design such as shading for 
cooling. The units will be equipped with low energy appliances and low water and electric usage fixtures. 

Options for geothermal based heat and solar photovoltaic energy generation will be explored at the detailed 
design stage. 

The site servicing will implement low impact design to reduce the load on municipal services related to storm 
management, utilise green roofs to store rain water, and reduce heat loss. The net permeable area will be 
increased and the green canopy will be enhanced through new trees and attractive landscaping. 

Beyond this, the design allows for flexibility and adaptability as the needs change, for example the courtyard 
design allows for parking areas to transition into landscape and amenity areas in the future, if the need for 
parking is reduced.  
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 7. SITE DESIGN 
The Site is a long, roughly rectangular property running along Seymour, Avenue at an east-west axis. The Site 
is anchored on the west side by the existing school building. The original building was built in 1934-35, and 
has undergone a series of additions and renovations through the 1950’s and 1960’s. The structure now forms 
an ‘R’ shaped oblong form, with the original façade facing the west towards Merritt Street. Beyond the school 
building to the east, there is a large surface parking lot and a small baseball diamond forming part of the 
school yard.  

To the south is Community Park and George Taylor Field, a high level baseball diamond equipped with a 
facilities building. To the east, there is a community centre including an outdoor pool and splash pad.  

To the west, the site faces Merritt Street at its trapezoid shaped end where an easement traverses the Site to 
provide driveway access to the baseball diamond. The Site’s west frontage is lined by a railway line on the 
west edge of the property that is used in a fairly limited capacity, owned by the Port Colborne Harbour 
Railway.     

 
Figure 36 - Site Plan 

The design of the site follows its oblong shape in positioning the groupings of buildings. The buildings line 
Seymour Avenue and Merritt Park parallel with the Site’s main direction. This building positioning offers 
better location for the residential on the quiet street and facing the open space. One of the buildings – 
Building 1 – faces Merritt Street following the existing school building main façade.  

The buildings are organized from low on Seymour Avenue to mid-rise facing the Park. Building 1 is the tallest 
building on site capped at 12 storeys.  It is an L-shaped building with its longer leg facing west towards 
Merritt Street. It partially hovers over the first section of the school building to emphasize the historically 
significant façade. The shorter leg of Building 1 facing Seymour Avenue is maintained as a low rise building at 
5 storeys. 
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Figure 37 - Site Section north-south 

The interior of the site is composed of series of open spaces that form a series of internal courtyards. These 
courtyards provide a multitude of functions such as: access to buildings, fire rescue, gathering spaces, outdoor 
functions and hard and soft landscaping. 

Access to the site is through Seymour Avenue through driveways that lead to surface and underground 
parking. Townhouses that face the street will have direct access through private patios on the street. 

The site design allows for a multitude of views for residents of each building whether towards the 
neighbourhood, to the park or internal to the landscaped courtyards and green roofs. 

The school building will be re-adapted for residential use as townhouse style units and apartments as Building 
1, and also as amenity spaces making use of the existing school gymnasium.  

 

7.1 CIRCULATION 

The site is designed to prioritise pedestrian circulation. The interior courtyards have limited vehicular 
access providing for emergency rescue, off-loading and limited parking.  

The site is designed to be porous and allow for a connected network of paths that connect: 

. the buildings  

. the indoor with the outdoor  

. the new complex with the existing neighbourhood 
The intensive network of pedestrian focused paths is meant to encourage active living and to enhance 
community feel and connections. 

 
Figure 38 - Pedestrian Circulation through the Site 
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Vehicular access is limited to three entry points off Seymour Avenue 

The main site entrance is roughly at one third of the site length towards the east end of the site and is 
positioned to face Orchard Avenue. The main entrance provides project identification for proper 
orientation and some visitor parking, as well as the emergency services route.  

Access to underground parking is to the east of the site to reduce passive vehicular routes within the 
site, making it safer for pedestrians. 

The third access point is through the existing driveway to George Taylor Field. This driveway is used 
to provide additional surface parking for visitors and for the benefit of the baseball centre. 

 
Figure 39 - Vehicular Circulation through the Site 

 

7.2 LANDSCAPING  

Landscaping design is based on the vision of Park Merritton complex as a Garden City and is meant 
to enhance its setting adjacent to a park.  One of the three key aspects of the project vision is the 
relationship of the Site to the adjacent park landscapes. The goal is to create an inviting setting 
throughout the development that is attractive for active and outdoor living and inviting for 
pedestrians.  

The landscape design is of urban feel with a mix of hard and soft landscaping. The hard landscaping 
includes various patios and floor patterns enriched by use of variety of finishes and colours that 
provide wayfinding and definition of function as well as add visual interest. 

The soft landscaping constitutes trees, planters and green roofs. 

Site furniture includes canopies, seating areas, wayfinding, barbeque area, art walls, and an entrance 
feature. Within the site, there are four unique types of landscapes. These four areas are landscaped to 
provide for specific activities and double as outdoor amenity spaces.  
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The Parkette on the west side of the site is 
proposed as an open, treed area that provides a 
green outdoor destination at grade.  

This is a trapezoid shaped lot that is cut-off from 
the bulk of the Site with an pre-existing easement 
that provides access to George Taylor Field.  

A large section of this portion of the site is 
proposed as a garden with trees and a small 
playground and a central seating area. The intent 
is to create an interesting feature along Merritt 
Street as an urban parkette. Originally a low 
utility area, the proposed parkette provides a 
destination on the west side of the site for the 
enjoyment of the community. 

Figure 40 – Proposed Parkette Concept  

The Courtyards as discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are integrated into fabric of buildings to create a 
park-like setting and a small garden city within the neighbourhood. The courtyards are located largely 
over built-up areas and are designed as mini urban plazas with hard landscaping and various size 
planters and site furnishings that support a specific activity at each courtyard.  

. Courtyard A is located between Buildings 1 & 2 and it is a quiet sitting space that allows 
access to main indoor amenities and to the park. 

. Courtyard B is located on the roof of the gym and theatre. It is envisioned as a quiet 
contemplative space and for sitting and walking. 

. Courtyard C located between Buildings 3 & 4 and is the smaller space. It includes an entry 
feature and access to main indoor amenities and Courtyard B on the roof. 

. Courtyard D is located between Buildings 5 & 6 and includes barbeque area and 
display/screening/ meeting areas. The parking in the middle of the space doubles as a 
community plaza for periodic events such as hosting a local market or outdoor gallery or a 
public barbeque. 

 
Figure 41 - Courtyards and Landscaping 
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Rooftop Gardens are envisioned as green roofs for the roofs of lower buildings to enhance the view 
from upper levels and reduce urban heat effect. 

Perimeter Landscaping includes street and perimeter trees as well as the private patios of ground 
floor units. 

   

7.3 AMENITIES 

The park-inspired design is a main feature of the garden style living at Park Merritton. The Complex 
is configured around a series of courtyards beautifully landscaped for specific norms of uses, each 
with a specific character supporting a particular function. 

The landscaping – hard and soft – weaves through the site, connecting various outdoor and indoor 
amenities as well as private and public spaces. Each space is designed and furnished to support an 
outdoor service or activity. The paths facilitate walking and biking. Together the network of amenities 
encourages a sense of community and good neighbourhood values. 

The on-site amenities connect to off-site amenities: Community Park which is adjacent the Site, and 
four neighbouring facilities including George Taylor Field, Merritton Centennial Arena, the Merritton 
Community Centre, and the Lion Dunc Schooley Pool.  

The existing school building offers a unique opportunity to incorporate significant amenities. 
Preservation of spaces typical to a school building such as the gym and theater/auditorium means that 
these community assets can continue to be enjoyed by the new residents and possibly the community 
at large.  

A fully functional indoor basketball court is a great feature that (if feasible to preserve) will support 
active living, sports activities and community events. The theater can be adapted as a multi-purpose 
space for events, film showings and even as a maker space. The roof of these spaces can be adapted 
into a green roof as an elevated courtyard for quiet contemplation. 

With further engineering consulting, at the detailed design, the feasibility of maintaining the bulk of 
the existing building, including the gymnasium, will be thoroughly investigated.  

The ground floor of each apartment building includes an indoor/outdoor amenity area specific to 
each building, which will be used as a lounge and a community space with an outdoor patio. 

Each unit will own a private amenity in the form of a balcony, a patio, a terrace or roof top terrace. 

Other amenities include indoor parking, indoor and outdoor bike parking and a car wash bay.  

 

7.4 PARKING 

There are 412 parking spaces provided. The majority of the parking is underground (340), and only a 
small portion (72) are located at grade. Positioning the parking undergrounds allows more surface area 
to be used for landscaping and outdoor amenities for people. 
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The parking is provided at the rate of 0.91/unit for residential and 0.09/unit allocated for visitors. 
The required parking in the Zoning By-law is 1 parking space for townhouses and 1.25 per apartment 
unit, totalling a required 502 spaces. The requested parking reduction is minor considering the 
location and characteristics of the site as discussed under Transportation Demand Management. 

The underground parking covers the entire available site below grade to the edge of the existing 
school building. The design favours the preservation and adaptive re-use of the school building as a 
sustainable practice. If the school were to be demolished more parking would be possible. 

 
Figure 42 – Surface Parking Adjacent to George Taylor Field 

 
Figure 43 – Surface Parking within the Courtyard 

 
Figure 44 - Underground Parking 
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There are convenient access points to the underground garage from within each apartment building 
and standalone stairs for the townhouse units. 

The surface parking will be allocated for visitors and for short term parking for loading and off-
loading. Some of the surface parking is located central to the site convenient to most buildings. These 
area are concrete paved to double as a courtyard as a shared use. The parking areas can be 
occasionally used as outdoor community spaces such as: open market, festivals, neighborhood 
barbeques, children’s games, etc. These activities can take place on pre-planned special occasions and 
potentially increasingly in the future as the need for parking diminishes with growing reliance on 
alternate modes of transportation. 

The other portion of the surface parking is located west of the site at driveway access to the George 
Taylor Field. This visitor parking area is proposed to be shared with the baseball centre. 

 

Transportation Management 
 The development intentionally limits the extent of parking availability integrating transportation 
Management tools in the design: 

. The Site is located on a mixed-use street 
providing convenient access commercial and 
shopping, and the site is adjacent to various 
community services.  

. The Site supports multi-modal 
transportation: 
o It is on the route of five bus routes: 

304, 404, 311, 318 and 418. 
o Plenty of bike parking is provided both 

secure indoor and outdoor 
o Numerous services and facilities are 

within walking distance 
. Plenty of bike parking and storage will be 

made available both indoor secure and 
outdoor temporary for both residents and 
visitors. 

. Priority carpooling parking spaces will be 
provided on site. 

. Car sharing can be made available subject to 
the availability of this service locally. 

. Parking will be unbundled from units so that 
residents have the option of not buying a 
parking stall if they choose not to own a car, 
which results in more efficient utilization of 
parking spaces. 

 
Figure 45 – Surrounding Uses 

 Figure 46 – Adjacent Bus Routes 
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 8. CONCLUSIONS 
The current Site Zoning is Community Institutional (I2). The zoning allows residential uses as permitted in 
the R3 Zone –Medium Density Residential.  

The Site is one of prime opportunities in the City of St. Catharines for urban intensification, as it is one of 
few remaining open sites sufficiently large for this type of development. The Site is located adjacent to an area 
identified as ‘Intensification Area’ along Merritt Street.  

 

The Site is highly conducive to supporting a higher density development due to: 

 
. its proximity to the commercial corridor on Merritt Street,  
. its location at the edge of a residential neighbourhood, and  
. being adjacent to an open field 
. availability of community resources including the park 

and community centres nearby.  
 

The Official Plan acknowledges that the urban boundary is 
finite and that development of the City depends on the 
redevelopment and intensification of existing properties.  

The proposed development will allow the intensification of an 
area that is close to a commercial corridor with easy access to 
shopping, jobs and public transit for its residents.  

The properties on either side of Merritt Street are zoned Mixed-
Use. The Site can be considered to have a frontage on Merritt 
Street despite the railway crossing is cutting through the front of 
the Site.  

The proposed design is aligned with the City’s residential R-4 
Zoning as discussed in the Planning Justification Report.  

To achieve the design and development goals, a few site specific 
variances had to be implemented in reference to the I2 Zone. 
These required variances relate to density, height and setbacks 
all of which are needed to support intensification.  

Parking is being reduced marginally from 1-1.25 parking 
spaces/unit to 1 parking space/unit (0.91/unit plus visitor 
parking at a rate of 0.09/unit) as part of an effort to reduce 
overall reliance on automobile use and encourage active living 
and the use of alternate modes of transportation.  

Figure 47 - Zoning Map 
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A new definition is proposed for a new unit typology: back-to-back townhouses. These types of dwellings are 
being proposed in other municipalities, but the City of St. Catharines ZB does not offer a definition that 
encompasses such configuration. 

 

Zoning By-Law compliance relevant to R3 & R4 Zones is as follows:  

Zoning By-Law Regulations R3 Zone R4 Zone  Proposed 

Maximum Density Max 200 Min 172 410 
Maximum Height  20m No limit Varies 11m to 43m 

Front Yard Setback 5m/6m 14m high 3m /5m if over 
14m high 

3m 
Exist bldg. 4.3m 

Rear Yard Setback 6m townhouse 
Height of bldg 

4.5m+1m/0.5m 
height over 14m Varies 3m-6.9m 

Side Yard Setback 1.2 townhouse 
Half height of bldg 

3m+1m/0.5m 
height over 14m 

Varies 10.2m-
11.4m 

Parking  502 502 412 
Landscaping 30% 40% 40% 
 

The variances requested are not significant and are critical to achieve the goals of this development and 
proposed intensification and re-development of the Site. 

 

In summary the proposed development Park Merritton is a good example of urban intensification within an 
established city boundary. It is a renewal of an under-utilized site and an adaptive re-use of the site and the 
existing building. It offers the neighbourhood fresh vitality while respecting its fabric and scale. It preserves 
the existing services and provides some new amenities to the community. The re-development also respects 
history of the site & buildings and emotional connections to the past, as the design preserves the existing 
buildings: the elements identified of heritage value and other components and gives the building a new life 
and renewed purpose. 

Furthermore, the development integrates all important goals that the community cherish: sustainability, active 
living, ‘visitability’ and accessibility, healthy living in vibrant, inclusive and supportive neighbourhoods, 
prevention of urban sprawl, provision of options for variety of housing, activation of streets, providing active 
outdoor areas, and support of public and multimodal transportation.  

It is our opinion that the design of the site and the buildings is compatible with the neighbourhood context 
while being modern. The design is also supportive of the goals of the Official Plan and Urban Design 
Guidelines for the City of St Catharines.  
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